
Marking Instructions and Model Answers for Sample paper (3) of
class 12 English(Special)

Section–A

Reading Skill.

UnseenComprehension 20Marks

Q.1 A. Millions of people Illnesse specially depression.

1x10 =10

I. (d) both(a)and(b)
II. (d)All of these

III. (d) 1in10
IV. (b) Skeletal
V. (a) among the suffers of anorexia nervosa, half of them will

eventually develop bulimia.
VI. Excessive consumption.

VII. People who suffer from anorexia nervosa intentionally starve
themselves.

VIII. The slow gears are:Menstrual periods stop,slow thyroid function,etc.
IX. Anorexia nervosa can make people socially withdrawn..
X. People with builimia who take drugs can have the risk of heart failure.

B. We sit in the last row………………ask Mr.Cao 1x10=10

I. He can free of stares
II. (a) fields of sunflower

III. (c)1and4
IV. (a)1,3and5
V. Abrupt

VI. (d )that he had brought some warm clothes with him.
VII. (d)too large but more than comfortable for him.

VIII. Sterile
IX. Many people have been drowned in it.



(x)Northern China.



SECTION B

Writing Skill. 60 Marks

10×2=20

Q.2.Points should be awarded keeping the following instructions in

mind

Format 02 Marks

Sender’saddress, date, receiver 's address,subject and salutation, body of the
letter,complimentary close.

Award full marks if all aspects are included. Award one mark if more
than one aspect is missing.

Award zero marks if more than two aspects are missing.

Content: 05Marks

- Well developed with sustained clarity.
- Fair attempt at developing the ideas

Expression and accuracy 03Marks

- Tense ,tone and vocabulary are appropriate.

- Coherence and relevance of ideas.

Award full mar ks if there is one or two grammatical/spelling mistake

Deduct mark if the there are more than two grammatical mistakes.

A

21



Vasant Vihar
Rewari

15 December 2023

The Principal
Bal Viidhya Public School

Bhiwani

Subject:-Applicationforthe post ofPGT(English)Sir,

Sir,

It is in response to your advertisement published in the “The
Tribune”on dated 23 November 2023 for the post of PGT English.I wish to
submit my application for the same.I am also attaching my CV herewith.

Yours faithfully
Sanjay
EnclosedCV

CurriculumVitae
Name : Sanjay
Father’sName : A.K.Sharma
Mother’sName : Sharmila Devi
DateofBirth : 21 September 1995
MaritalStatus : Married
EducationalQualification : M.A.(English)with Firs tdivision,B.Ed

With first division.
Language Known : Hindi&English
WorkExperience : ABC School Bhiwani(5Yearsteaching

Experience)
ExpectedSalary : 60,000 rupees per month



: Note: :It is a model answer.othrr relevant points and answers are also acceptable

B.
D.A.V. Public
School Gurugram
15 December 2023

TheEditor
TheHindu
NewDelhi

Subject :-Environmental pollution at Bhiwani Zoo.
Sir,



Through the columns of your esteemed newspaper, I would like
to draw the attention of the government to the rampant abuse of the
available facilities in the Bhiwani zoo by tourists and the consequent
endangering of the environment. I along with a group of students from DAV
public school, Gurugram visited the zoo. I found that the tourists not only
littered the place with non-biodegradable plastic packets and wrappers but
also used fuel wood from the forest for cooking.

The tourists must regard Bhiwani zoo as a paradise and should love
flora and fauna of the zoo. The zoo authorities should impose strict rules
and regulations to improve the environment of the zoo.

Yours faithfully

Navita
Secretary
(EnvironmentClub)

C. 148
Model
TownDelhi

15December2023

The Director
Personal Care

Bhiwani

Subject:-Enquiry about short-term course in personality development.
Sir,

I came across your advertisement in yesterday’s newspaper.I
would like to know in detail about the courses offered by your institute.

I am a class XII student and wish to pursue a course in Personality



Development in the summer vacation after my board exams.Kindly send
me the following details.

1. The programme faculty
2. Fee structure and mode of payment
3. Curriculum details



4. Duration of the session
5. Timings of classes
6. Number of students in a batch
7. Transport facility

Kindly make it clear whether smart boards are provided in the classes.
Yours Faithfully
Kusum

Note: Other relevant points and answers are also acceptable

Q-3 Points should be awarded keeping following instructions in mind

2×10=20

Content 05 Marks

-Well developed with sustained clarity.
- Fair attempt at developing the ideas

Expression and accuracy. 05Marks

- Tense,tone and vocabulary.
- Coherence and relevance of ideas

- Award full marks of there is one or two grammatical/spelling
mistake

- Deduct marks if there are more than two or more
grammatical/spelling mistakes.

A.
The Person You Like Most

I like my mother very much.She is a valuable gift given to me by



God.My
Mother is Tara Devi. She is 45 Years old. She is a kind hearted lady. She
loves me very much. She is a housewife. She gets up early to prepare our
breakfast. She can cook tasty food. Her favorite food is rice and curry. She
likes to drink coconut water. Her favourite colours are pink and blue. She
helps me with my studies.She always thinks of us. She wakes before us
and sleeps after us everyday.She is a generous lady.She donates
generously to the social institutions.
She is a spiritual lady. She goes to temple daily. She worships there and
feeds sparrows and dogs.I love my mother very much.

Note -Other relevant points and answers are also acceptable

B.
Cheating in the Examinations:ACurse



Cheating in examinations has become so common that the exam
authorities find it very hard to control. Students consider cheating in
examinations as their right. They use every means to deceive the
supervisor and if they are caught, they shed tears of crocodile.They beg
pardon and some also threaten the supervisor of serious
consequences.Students use the creativity of their brain in cheating.
Girls do not want to be left behind. Sometime, the coping is prearranged on
alarge scale. Once students receive the sheet of question, the questions
are written on a sheet of paper and thrown out of the window.The
friends,waitingoutside,receive the question paper and back the answers.

Some states have passed strict laws to punish these
students.The habit of cheating in examination among students need to be
stopped because these things are not good for the society.

Note -Other relevant points and answers are also acceptable

C. Travelling , a Source of Knowledge and Pleasure

Some might say that they detest travelling because it leaves
them completely wearied and irritated.However, there are others who
beg to differ.They believe that travelling, most certainly,is a source of
pleasure as well as knowledge, and that is why, they enjoy their
vacation to the fullest

One cannot deny that visiting new place and meeting new people
enhances one’s understanding and knowledge and at the same time lets
one unwind from his daily routine. Travelling is a great stress buster as it
entertains one, thus rejuvenating one to his core.But,why is traveling or
going on a vacation so much fun and entertaining? It is so probably
because being at new place allows one to learn about new cultures
,lifestyles, languages, experience new things, make new memories; try new

cousins etc. one is intrigued no doubt, when one comes face to face with
the vast diversity, which one way or the other unites the world. A wise
person once said that it is not the destination that matters. It is always the
journey made to reach the destination that matters the most.



Note -Other relevant points and answers are also acceptable

Q-4. 2×10=20

Title:-The Importance of Loving Fellowmen

SummaryorPrecis:-Abu Ben Adhem woke up from a deep dream and saw
an angle writing in a book of gold.He asked the angel to write his name
down as



one who loves his fellowmen, and the next night the angel showed him
the names of those blessed by God,with his name at the top of the list.

B. .Title:-The Emergence of Humanity
Or

From Animal to Human

Summary:- Humans first appeared a million and a half years ago and had
some advantages over animals,such as a large brain,an erect body,and the
ability to speak. This enabled them to share ideas and plan together, making
them far ahead of all other living creatures.Since then,they have achieved a
lot.


